
GREETINGS, I’M MITCH, THE ORGONE DONOR.

I’m on a mission to gift orgonite and bust the HAARP and 5G frequency fence to neutralize 
the anti-life EMF energy bubble inhibiting all life on Earth. My towerbusting efforts have been 
centered on Arizona and the SW desert through my Earth Pipes Across Arizona project and my 
continued quest to prove deserts and drought are not natural. My goal is to restore natural 
weather patterns and the rain cycle, and improve and enhance the overall life-force of our 
realm.
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To learn more about my California gifting project, Orgone energy, geoengineering, 
gifting and towerbusting tips and tricks, and utilizing this package to its fullest 
potential, visit TheOrgoneDonor.com/california or scan the QR code HERE ------>

THIS IS WHERE YOU COME IN!
•  California is a prime target for geoengineering activities and the overall climate agenda. 

•  It’s a vital location for humanity, from the simplicity of the food supply to the expansive  
  esoteric and etheric energy web. Orgonite gifting is desperately needed in California,  
  and primarily southern California, a major player in the naturally-flowing jet stream. 

•  Please use the Orgone towerbuster and earth pipe inside this package, and gift them to  
  your own heart’s content in a special location of California in whichever direction you  
  venture from the event. Use these tools to bust some towers and other EMF eye sores  
  of the HAARP/5G frequency fence. Bury the pipe, and gift the towerbuster puck.



WHAT IS A TOWERBUSTER?

The towerbuster (TB) is the universal Orgone tool (aka “orgonite”) used for the process of orgone 
gifting; in which the TB is distributed within close proximity to EMF-emitting devices such as cell 
towers, 5G, power plants and substations, smart meters, wifi, and other tower-related and 
EMF-riddled areas in need of energetic cleansing and EMF mitigation/neutralization. The purpose 
of Orgone gifting is to destroy the HAARP grid and frequency fence. TBs are versatile, and can be 
deployed, launched, and left behind by any means in any environment. You DO NOT have to bury 
them. Gift TBs within roughly one-city block of distance to the EMF device or tower in question.

WHAT IS AN EARTH PIPE?

The earth pipe (EP) is an orgone tool intended to be buried completely below the ground to 
neutralize harmful EMF and built-up ionization within a geographic location. EPs neutralize energy 
fields from HAARP towers, relieve geopathic stress, and restructure energy fields that have been 
compromised by EMF technology and energy weapons. EPs are essentially acupunture needles to 
grid positive energy fields into the Earth; including energy grids, vortexes, ley lines, water sources, 
power- and sub-stations, and other energetically-compromised locations on Planet Earth. 
Earth pipes MUST be completely buried in the ground to tap into the Earth’s energy grid and 
function at their fullest potential. Use a hammer, shovel, or power drill to bury them completely 
below the Earth’s surface, straight downward, like a tent stake (the taped side is the top and the 
open end is the bottom, which should aim downward into the Earth). EPs are also perfect for 
towerbusting neighborhoods and creating community-wide positive energy grids. If 5G enters the 
neighborhood, everyone in the neighborhood should bury an earth pipe on their property space.

Visit my website TheOrgoneDonor.com and check out TOWERBUSTING 101: KILL IT WITH FIRE.
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